Abstract
Introduction
In general, the design of service compositions consists of two parts: a static part that involves the definition of services in WSDL, including the service operations and their interfaces, and a dynamic part that defines the associated process workflow using languages such as BPEL (WS-BPEL). It can be advantageous to treat the design of the static part of service compositions separately, to ensure that the services are composable and can be reused in the context of various process specifications [1] . BPEL compositions involve implementing higher level business functions using previously defined Web Services accessible via partner links and externalizing the resulting functionality via WSDL interface, i.e. as a composite Web Service. The BPEL model is a message-based paradigm and communication between Web Services involves mapping the results of service invocations between the outbound and inbound messages of service interfaces (i.e. signatures of Web Service operations). We adopt the BPEL composition model in this paper and discuss composition in the context of the data flows between services (i.e. the outbound and inbound messages passed between service operations). To facilitate composition of services into higher level business functions, service interfaces must be compatible, i.e. share common data parameters. At the same time the granularity of service operations must be optimized with respect to composability and reuse. In previous publications we have described a methodological framework for the design of services that uses top-down decomposition based on the data properties of interface parameters to maximize cohesion and minimize coupling of service operations [2] , [3] . In this paper we focus on the problem of service assembly via the analysis of data flows between services. We regard service composition as a design-time activity with the objective to ensure that service interfaces are compatible (and therefore composable), and at the same time exhibit a high degree of mutual independence. In the next section (sections 2) we describe a travel booking scenario and use it to analyze the data flows between services, we then summarize the main contributions of this paper in section 3. As the payment operation (MakePayment) is separate from the booking operation (BookFlight) it is possible to hold the booking without a payment, if this is permitted by the airline. Furthermore, the MakePayment operation can be reused in a different context, e.g. in a hotel booking service.
Analysis of data flows between services
Although the data used by the flight booking scenario is typically stored in different databases belonging to different participants in the business process (i.e. travel agent, airline, etc.), for the purposes of this analysis we assume that this data can be represented by a global database schema. We note here that we do not make any assumptions about how and where the data is stored; we simply use the underlying data structures to reason about the composability of services.
We also do not consider issues related to state maintenance, as these are orthogonal to the considerations of service composability. OTA specification also assumes that the data transmitted in XML messages (e.g. as payloads in Web Services SOAP messages) is stored persistently in the target databases and provides a number of messages to synchronize the data across the various participants (e.g. OTA_UpdateRQ/RS, OTA_DeleteRQ, etc.).
We can now proceed to analyze the underlying data structures as represented by the data elements in the interfaces of the service operations. Data analysis of the content of the interfaces of service operations FlightsSchedule, CheckAvailability, BookFlights, and MakePayment produces a set of 5 normalized relations that constitute the underlying database schema of the flight booking business function: Based on this schema we implement the flight booking service composition as illustrated in Figure 1 , showing the data flows between services (full lines) and the user inputs (dashed lines). Passing data values between service operations generates data flows that indicate the level of data coupling between services. It can be argued that both reuse and composability of services improves when the level of data coupling is minimized [2] , so that service design should aim to produce compatible interfaces that share common data parameters, but at the same time minimize the level of data coupling. We can observe that the data flows between the service operations correspond to the primary keys of the relations that constitute the underlying global schema. For example, the composite key of the Availability relation (FlightNumber, DepartureDate, Class) forms the data flow between CheckAvailability and BookFlight operations, and that the BookingReference (i.e. the primary key of the Bookings relation) constitutes the data flow between BookFlight and MakePayment operations. This indicates that data coupling between the service operations is minimized as the elimination of any parameter would invalidate the composition, e.g. removing Class from the data flow between CheckAvailability and BookFlight operations would break the functionality of the flight booking business function. We can conclude that data flows between service operations that correspond to key attributes of the underlying schema, as is the case in Figure 1 , satisfy the condition of minimal data coupling and at the same time indicate that the composition is based on compatible service interfaces.
Related Work and Conclusions
Service composition can be regarded as a special category of the software composition problem. In addition to extensive recent literature on service composition, the problem of composition has been investigated in the past in the context of objectoriented software [5] , [6] , [7] , and in the general area of software composition [8] . Other researchers have applied formal methods and developed specialized composition languages to address the problem of composition [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] .
We have argued in this paper that from the viewpoint of service reuse and composability, the static part of service assembly design that involves the definition of the service interfaces (i.e. service operations and their interfaces) is of primary importance.
The main contribution of this paper is to show how data flow analysis can be applied to the problem of service composition design. We have shown that in a well-designed composition the data flows between service operations correspond to the keys of the relations in the underlying global schema.
